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Welcome

CSUF Instructional Designers introductions

We are located at the Faculty Commons PLS-237
What?

Active Learning Event
Instructional Design

“The development of learning experiences and environments which promote the acquisition of specific knowledge and skills by students”

Merrill et al 1996
CSUF Instructional Designers (IDs) will partner with faculty members to create efficient, effective, and appealing learning experiences for any type of class (face-to-face, hybrid, web-enhanced, flipped, online, ...)

IDs will meet you anywhere you are in the development of your course.
Why?

Active Learning Event
Why faculty may want to use the services of the Instructional Designer?
Faculty may find that instructional design is a teaching tool that will make a class more engaging, motivating, interactive, accessible...
By using **Instructional Design** effective teaching techniques can be applied to improve the learning experience in the classroom and online.
How?

New and innovative tools at your fingertips
Titanium facilitate learning online. Titanium has many features to be explored.
Camtasia let faculty create SCORM packages that include e-content and quizzes.
Explore **SoftChalk** to create your own media-rich learning content
NBC Learn Higher Ed has a collection of over 18,000 resources that you can use in your class.

NBC’s Brian Williams Offers Clarification About 2003 Iraq War Incident | Air Date: 02/04/2015

BRIAN WILLIAMS, anchor:

On this broadcast last week in an effort to honor and thank a veteran who protected me and so many others after a ground fire incident in the desert during the Iraq War invasion, I made a mistake in recalling the events of twelve years ago. It did not take long to hear from some brave men and women and the air crews who were also in that desert. I want to apologize. I said I was traveling in an aircraft that was hit by RPG fire. I was instead in a following aircraft. We all landed after the ground fire incident and spent two harrowing nights in a sandstorm in the Iraq desert. This was a bungled attempt by me to thank one
CSUF Recording Facilities
area available to faculty members for free
Receive Training
Other Rich Media Resources

Open Educational Resources

MERLOT
Multimedia Educational Resource for Learning and Online Teaching
Sharing a Project using Dropbox, YouTube, Server
Questions
Thank You

We are located at the Faculty Commons PLS-237

We hope you enjoyed this session. Please help us to improve and turn in your survey.

Giveaways and handouts

Visit our vendor partners at the Exhibit Hall on the 2nd floor of Pollak Library South.